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Abstract
Slurry pumps are widely used to transfer mixtures of abrasive solids and liquids from one place to another place. Because the impeller of a slurry pump continuously suffers corrosion and erosion, the failure of the impeller causes the breakdown of the slurry pump. In order to prevent any unexpected breakdown, estimation of remaining useful life of the impeller is necessary. In this paper, a prognostic method is developed to infer remaining useful life of the impeller. First, performance degradation assessment of the impeller is conducted based on spectrum analysis of vibration signals collected from a real industrial slurry pump. Second, a state space model consisting of a state evolution function and a measurement function is constructed to track performance degradation process of the impeller. Third, given new coming vibration signals, a general sequential Monte Carlo method, particularly a general particle filter, is employed to update the parameters of the state space model. At last, remaining useful life of the impeller is estimated by extrapolating the updated state space model to an alert threshold which is specified by users’ requirement. Industrial vibration data collected from an oil sand pump are used to illustrate how the developed method works and validate the developed method. The results demonstrate that as more and more vibration data become available, the accuracy of the developed method improves.
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